**No Border Camp in Brussels**

**Thursday Sept 30**
- **Struggle of Migrants**
  - **Action:** Big anti-precarious action game from precarious-united. The whole day, no place yet!
  - **Time:** 08:00-10:00: Breakfast - Barrio meeting
  - 10:00-11:00: General Assembly
  - 11:30-13:00: In the long run... - space 1
  - Silkscreenprinting - space 2
  - 13:30-14:30: Lunch
  - 15:00-16:30: Migrants and Labour: experiences - space 1
  - Open samba workshop - Rhythms of Resistance - outside
  - No Border cinema: "Comme un oiseau dans un aquarium" - Thomas Rossillon & Joris Lachaise (FR) - space 2
  - The struggle of undocumented people in Belgium - screening and discussion
  - 17:00-18:30: Workshop on the Africa-Europe network - Action Caravan Bamako-Dakar 2011
  - Relations between migrants and support - space 2
  - 19:00-20:30: Dinntertime

21:00-24:00: No Border concerts with Jezaella, Poun, Toh (jazz manouche), Usual Suspects
(Puni/Skaj & Autonomists (Dub/Breggae/punk))
-Circus "Territories sans Lumières"

**Friday Oct 1**
- **Militarisation of Borders**
  - **Action:** Demonstration against borders, detention centres and all prisons - 17h - Gare du Midi
  - **Time:** 08:30-10:00: Breakfast - Barrio meeting
  - 09:00-10:00: Internat. Conf. "Liberté de circulation: de l'utopie à l'exigence" [Fr] Ligue des droits de l'Homme and Bruxelles Lajjte
  - 10:00-11:00: General Assembly
  - 11:30-13:00: The Stockholm program - space 1
  - "Bienvenue en Europe" - Duo Bouffon - space 2
  - Grassroots media in the European context: challenges and possibilities - space 3
  - 13:30-14:30: Lunch
  - 15:00-16:30: Experiences from the Lesbos Camp - space 1
  - Frontex in practice: the eastern countries - space 2
  - "Une simple ligne" Duo clown about borders
  - 17:00-18:30: Juridical/workshop - space 1
  - Bicycle tour - mobilisation - space 2
  - Workshop banners - space 3
  - Women program: "THE VIOLENCE WHILE MIGRATING: Workshop on the campaign "ain't I a woman" from Sweden
  - 17:30-18:30: "Danse en papier" Dance show - Cie Trans En Danse
  - 19:00-20:30: Dinntertime

21:00-24:00: No Border cinema - open screen

**Saturday Oct 2**
- **Demo Day**
  - **Time:** 08:30-10:00: Breakfast - Barrio meeting
  - 10:00-12:00: Breakfast with testimonies from church occupations
  - 10:00-11:00: General Assembly
  - 11:00-12:00: Preparation of the Demo - space 1
  - 12:00-13:00: Lunch
  - 13:00-18:00: DEMO "No Borders, No Nations" 9
  - 19:00-20:30: Dinntertime
  - 20:00-21:00: Evening "Si on s'en racontait d'autres" Stage and open mic, slam, stories, presentation of workshops adults, enfants... and surprises! animated by Claude Lo.
  - 20:00-24:00: concert with Rhom music and "Idra" 7

**Sunday Oct 3**
- **Last Day**
  - **Time:** 08:30-10:00: Breakfast - Barrio meeting
  - 10:00-11:00: General Assembly
  - 11:30-13:00: Discussion: the future of No Border Camps - space 1
  - 13:30-14:30: Lunch
  - 14:00-24:00: Cleaning is fun!! practical workshop
  - 16:30-20:00: "Legale en Illegal" - debate in Dutch organised by 'the Pianofabriek'

**Children’s Program**
- Slam-workshops everyday from 16.30 (depending on the inscriptions) - Christiana
  - Theatre workshops, Clown Army, face-painting and banner making for kids, from Tuesday 28th on, thanx to Ana (Portugal)
  - Circus workshops (exact days and hours later!) Childrens daycare if enough adults volunteer!

**(addresses)**
- **Tour & Taxi:** Rue Picard/Picardstraat 11 (Molenbeek)
  - Camping site and convergence space. All activities on this program are held there, unless otherwise stated.
- **Bar Zonklop:** Rue de la Paix/Wredestraat 31 (Iselies/Elsene)
  - Bar with photo exhibition in Matongé, African heart of Brussels
- **Gebus Monastery - Squat:** Rue Traversière/Droversstraat 2 (St. Josse)
  - Squat occupied by 150 people, second convergence space hosting infopoint between 12.00 and 20.00, photo exhibitions & the women program
- **Cinema Nova:** Rue D’Arenberg/Arenbergstraat 3 (Brussels)
  - Group cinema and offering a movie/documentary program, with discussion afterwards
- **Squat ‘123’:** Rue Royale/Koningstraat 123 (Brussels)
  - Squat with housing for families on request and hosting a benefit gig
- **Collectif Au Quai:** Quai de Hainaut/Hongenouwenkaai 23 (Molenbeek)
  - Artists’ space, hosting a cabaret night
- **Burschouwburg:** Rue A. Orts/A. Ortsstraat 20 (Brussels)
  - Art centre in the middel of Brussels, hosting a night with concerts
- **Vagasi 4:** Avenue du Port/Havenlaan 51b (Molenbeek)
  - Big venue for concerts, hosting a night for the No Border Camp
- **Piano Fabric:** Rue Fort/Fortstraat 35 (St. Gilles)
  - Cultural centre hosting some debates, photo exhibition and dance performance
- **Parc Maximilien/Maximiliaanpark:** Rue de l’Hilport/Heilportlaan
  - Parks in the north of Brussels, meeting place before and after the big demo
- **Micromarche:** Quai à la Houille/Steengoedkaai 9 (Brussels)
  - Art Space with photo exhibition
- **Bar La Gouiquette à Pepe:** Av. de l’hippodrome/Renbaannlaan 135 (Iselies/Elsene)
  - Bar with photo exhibition, also offering a movie night

---

**Do you want to know the place of action? Everything is happening at the site of Tour & Taxi, unless there’s a colored dot like this: **Check for the corresponding color in the list with addresses!!**